Stainless Steel Handicraft

An Ping Sunshine Metal Product Factory is a leading metal products producer, which could offer a variety of stainless steel products and other related metal products. We have strong ability to improve and innovate our products. Stainless steel handicraft products are made of stainless steel, which is designed in various of shapes and styles. Also the shape and style could be designed by customers’ requirements.
Beam Bolster

Sunshine Beam Bolster is used to support lower beam steel from the slab form. All legs spaced 2-1/2” on centers. Available in 3/4” to 5” heights in 5’-0” lengths. Other lengths are available on request.

Beam Bolster Upper

Sunshine Beam Bolster upper is used to support successive layers of steel one above the other. Legs spaced 2-1/2” on centers in standard 5’-0” lengths. Other lengths are also available on request.

Beam Bolster with Plate

Sunshine Beam Bolster with Plate is used to support heavy bottom steel on soft material. Details are same as for standard beam bolster with the addition of a bearing plate. Available in 5’-0” lengths only.
Slab Bolster

Sunshine Slab Bolster is used for supporting lower slab steel from slab form. Legs are spaced 5” on center. Available in 3/4” to 3” heights in 5’-0” lengths. Other lengths are available on request.

Slab bolster with plastic tip is used for supporting lower slab steel from slab form. Legs are spaced 5” on center. Available in 3/4” to 3” heights in 5’-0” lengths. Other lengths are available on request.

Slab Bolster Upper

Sunshine Slab Bolster upper is used for supporting one layer of steel above another and spacing them to required distance. May be used on soft material or fill. Standard leg spacing is 5” on centers. Heights and lengths are same as slab bolsters. Fabricated in standard 5’-0” lengths. Other lengths are available on request.
Slab Bolster With Plate

Sunshine **Slab Bolster** with plate is used for supporting lower slab steel on fill or other soft material. Details are the same as for standard slab bolster with the addition of a bearing plate. Available in 5’-0” lengths only.

Individual Bar Chairs

Sunshine **Individual Bar Chairs** are used to support wide-spaced light steel in slab/deck construction. Available in 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/2”, and 1-3/4” heights.
Individual Bar Chairs

High Chairs for Metal Decking

Sunshine High Chairs for Metal Decking are made with different length legs to fit design of a metal deck. Other information same as individual high chairs.

Individual High Chairs

Sunshine Individual High Chairs are designed to support upper slab steel from mat steel. It also may be used on fill to obtain leg bearing. Made to order in heights from 2" to 20". Height is from underside of cross bars to seat for reinforcing bar at top of chair. Also available with plastic tip or epoxy coated.
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Special High Chairs
Sunshine Special High Chairs are used for supporting upper slab/deck steel directly or by means of a carrier bar. When heights exceed 12”, legs are reinforced with welded crosswires or encircling wire. Available in 2” to 20” heights.

Individual High Chair with Plate
Sunshine Individual High Chair with Plate is used for supporting lower slab steel on fill or other soft material. Details are same as for individual high chairs with the addition of two bearing plates.

Continuous High Chair
Sunshine Continuous High Chair provides support for upper slab steel from slab form. Fabricated in heights from 2” to 15” in 5’-0” lengths. Legs are spaced 7-1/2” on centers.
Sunshine Continuous High Chair with Plastic tip provides support for upper slab steel from slab form. Fabricated in heights from 2” to 15” in 5’-0” lengths. Legs are spaced 7-1/2” on centers.

Continuous High Chair Upper

Sunshine Continuous High Chair Upper is used for supporting one layer of steel above another and spacing them to required distance. May be used on soft material or fill. Standard leg spacing is 7-1/2” on centers. Heights and lengths are same as slab bolsters. Fabricated in standard 5’-0” lengths. Other lengths available on request.

Continuous High Chair with Plate
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Sunshine Continuous High Chair with Plate is used to support slab steel on fill or other soft materials. Details are same as continuous high chairs, with the addition of bearing plates.
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